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1: Notes on Chapter 1 from Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry
A summary of Chapter 1 in Mildred D. Taylor's Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. Learn exactly what happened in this
chapter, scene, or section of Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry and what it means. Perfect for acing essays, tests, and
quizzes, as well as for writing lesson plans.

Answer the questions in complete sentences. Each answer should be between sentences. What news did T.
What is the significance of the Confederate flag flying? Why were there less students in the higher grade
levels? The school was given "brand new" books. Why were they soiled? Morrison and why has he come?
What happened to John Henry Berry? What did Papa demand the children swear to? Rewrite the second
paragraph on page 40 in proper English. What do you think will happen next in chapter 3? Why was Little
Man always getting angry and frustrated? How did Stacy plan to get revenge? What was the outcome of his
revenge? What danger were Cassie and her brother in? Predict what will happen next in chapter 4. What did
the "men in the night" do to Mr. What did Stacey do to help T. How did Stacey get caught cheating and what
happened to him? What did Stacey decide to do after Mr. Why does Harlan Granger haunt the Logans to sell
their land to him? Why did Mama want the sharecroppers and the farm owners to shop in Vicksburg? What
was the sharecroppers concern? What happened in Strawberry? How was Cassie rescued from Mr. What
feelings do you think Cassie had toward the way she was treated by Mr. Who was Cassie angry at and why?
Why does Uncle Hammer make a visit? What is the lesson that Mama teachers Cassie about respect? What
happened with Uncle Hammer? What happened in Mr. What kinds of things did the Logan children get from
Christmas? Who was the unexpected visitor and why did he come? What did Papa say about friendship
between blacks and whites? Jamison, the lawyer, offered to help out the thirty black families. What reason did
Mr. What challenge did Papa make to Granger? How would you describe the mood and atmosphere at that
moment? Whay do you think she is doing this? What lesson did Papa give to Cassie about respect? What was
the trick that Cassie played on Lillian Jean? Granger, Kaleb Wallace, and a school board member came to
watch Mama teaching. What was the outcome and why? Morrison plan to help the Logans? What did Stacey
mean when he said about T. What do you think T. What news did Mr. Jamison bring to Papa? Avery and some
other sharecroppers decide not to shop at Vicksburg? What would happen if the sharecroppers were put into a
chain gang? What is the lesson to be learned that Papa talked about regarding the fig tree? What happened to
Papa when he and Mr. Morrison went to Vicksburg? Morrison show his great strength in front of the children?
What did Jeremy tell Stacey that T. Morrison bring back after paying the mortgage in Strawberry? Why did
Uncle Hammer walk to the revival? Why was it better that Uncle Hammer return to Chicago? On the last night
of the revival T. What seems to be their relationship? What did they promise T. Where was Papa going to get
the money to pay off the mortgage? Why did Papa dismiss the court system as a means to stop Mr. Describe
what happened to T. After Cassie told the ugly details of what happened to T. After Papa and Mr. Morrison
left in search for Stacey, what happened to the cotton? Who helped put out the fire and how was the fire
stopped? What happened to T. Jamison bring about Jim Lee Barnett and what are the implications? What was
the secret that must never be told? Why did Stacey and Cassie mourn for T.
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They live in the country in Mississippi, and the roads are dusty. Cassie worries that they will be late, and
Stacey is annoyed with her. Quiet 1 Cassie looks at the land around her. Most of it belongs to Harlan Granger ,
but a small part of it belongs to her family. It is now , and he has been working on the railroad for several
months out of the year for two years. Cassie hates that he has to go away, and once asked him why making
payments on the land is so important. Her father tells her, "Look out there, Cassie girl. All that belongs to you.
Hammer sends money from Chicago. Mama teaches at the school. Big Ma works as hard as a young woman
picking cotton. Quiet 2 Cassie wonders whether she will ever understand why the land is so important. Avery
and his brother Claude appear. The Avery family share-crops on Granger land. None of the children really like
T. Berry, and his two nephews, nearly to death. Mama Logan and Big Ma brought comfort and medicine to
the Berrys. He lied to his mother, telling her that he was only there to pick up Claude, and Claude had been
beaten instead. Quiet 3 Just then, a school bus full of white children drives by. Just then Jeremy , a white boy,
runs up to meet them. No one knows why Jeremy likes them. After leaving Jeremy at the white school, the
Logans move on and reach their own school. Most of the children at their school only come when there is no
work to be done in the fields. Many of them will drop out before they graduate. Cassie is left alone on the
playground as her brothers run off to join their friends. She goes inside, and finds that her fourth grade class
and the first grade class are combined, because the first grade teacher will be a few days late. Daisy Crocker ,
the teacher, is boring and cheerful in a fake way. Crocker surprises them by telling them they will have books
this year. Most of them have never even touched a book other than the bible. Even Cassie is excited--until she
sees that the books are badly worn, with writing all over them. Little Man refuses a book because he says it is
too dirty. Crocker gets very angry, calling him ungrateful. Little Man reluctantly takes a book, but after
flipping through it, throws it on the floor angrily. Cassie looks at the front of her book to see what made him
so angry, and finds a chart that gives the condition of the book and the race of the student using it. Many white
children had used her book, and the last entry reads, "nigra. Racism 2 After school, Cassie runs to tell her
mother what happened, but Ms. Crocker gets there first. Cassie listens outside the door as Ms. Crocker
explains what happened. Mama listens and nods, but she busies herself with gluing paper over the upsetting
chart at the front of each book. Mama has always been a little different from the other teachers at the school.
Cassie thinks, "I would wait until the evening to talk to her; there was no rush now.
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Cassie is making an effort to get her siblings to stay together, even when Little Man is lagging behind.
However, acres of the land have been mortgaged, and they must pay taxes on the other acres. The land is
important to Papa and to the other Logans because it represents their independence from the white landowners.
As a result, they work as hard as they can to maintain their land, even when they have to make major sacrifices
to do so. The land also represents family now because the entire family has taken on the burden of maintaining
it. Avery, and his brother, Claude Avery. Stacey gets mad, saying that T. He gets the attention of the Logan
children, revealingâ€”after much cajolingâ€”that some white men almost burned a nearby family to death.
Stacey is indignant when T. The burning incident is the first major instance of racial violence in the book, and
establishes the risks the Logans are taking when they support the boycott and why they have to be careful
about how they go about resisting white oppression. He reveals that Cassie almost got him in trouble by telling
his mother that he had gone to the dancing room in the Wallace store. He got out of it by blaming his brother,
Claude, instead, and Claude took a beating for it. The Logans think this is a dirty stunt, but T. The Logans find
T. Stacey tells everyone to get off the road quickly, and everyone except for Little Man scrambles up the bank
and into the forest. Little Man is reluctant to scramble up the bank and get his clothes dirty, but when the
school bus drives by and raises the red dust, Little Man ends up getting dirtier than the rest of them. Vehicles
are one of the main ways in which whites and blacks are divided in the bookâ€”the ones who own cars are
mostly white, and everyone else has to make do with wagons or walking. Jeremy walks with the Logan
children every morning, even though he gets ridiculed and beaten for associating with them. Eventually, they
split as Jeremy goes to the white school with his sister Lillian Jean, who regards the Logans with disdain.
Active Themes The Logans continue on to the black school, which starts later in the year and gets out earlier
because the black children have to help their families by working in the cotton fields. A lot of the older kids
drop out of school entirely in order to help their parents work the fields. Cassie observes the students around
her, who are wearing their Sunday best, even though all their clothes are full of patches, since no one can
afford new clothes. Black children have to conquer more obstacles in order to even attend school. First, they
have to walk because there are no buses for them, and then they have to organize their school year around
cotton picking season. Active Themes Related Quotes with Explanations Cassie heads into the fourth grade
classroom, which the fourth graders currently share with the first graders because the first grade teacher is held
up in Jackson for a few days. Miss Crocker, the fourth grade teacher announces that this year, all the students
will get books. This is big news, since most of the students have never handled a book before, other than the
family Bible. The Logans are lucky, though, because Mama owns several books. Still, Cassie is excited at the
prospect of getting her own book. They believe that having a mastery of words is important. Miss Crocker
accuses him of putting on airs, so Little Man takes his book and goes back to his seat. Cassie rejects her book
too, and she and Little Man both get whipped. Cassie chooses to be punished with her little brother because
she wants to stand up for him and for her own identity. Active Themes Cassie tries to tell her mother about the
incident when class lets out, but Miss Crocker gets there first, and Cassie overhears their conversation. Miss
Crocker, however, disapproves of Mama and thinks of her as a radical. Mama glues paper over the charts in all
the books in her seventh grade class. Mama has her own quietly dignified way of dealing with racial injustices.
Retrieved November 10,
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Get the answers beforehand 2. Why does it take the Logans and their friends an hour to walk to school? Only
white children have a bus; few provisions are made for educating black children. What happens to the Berrys?
White men set them on fire; John Henry dies. Black children must work in the fields from early spring until
October. How do the Logan children get back at the bus driver? They dig a ditch which fills with rain; the bus
breaks an axle. Why does Stacey disobey Mama and go to the Wallace store? How do the landowners and
storekeepers take advantage of the sharecroppers? Landowners sign to get credit for sharecroppers at store;
store then charges huge interest on sharecropper purchases. When crops come in, landowners take half the
profit, store gets paid back and charges fees for extending credit. Sharecropper never gets any cash and is
always in debt. Higher Level Thinking Skills 9. Why is the land so important to the Logans? It represents
freedom from being a sharecropper; a kind of pride and independence. Why is Miss Crocker so pleased with
the old, dirty books? Grimes, the bus driver, go out of his way to get the black children dirty? Morrison has let
him make his own decision. What problems do you predict for the Logans and others in the rest of the story?
Who is telling this story? How do you feel about the way black children were educated in the s?
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She is interrupted by T. Avery and his younger brother Claude who join the children as they walk past the
Granger land on which the Averys live as sharecroppers. The children had known their grandmother had gone
to a sick house last night. He is whisked away by a group of white children, including his sister Lillian Jean, at
the next crossroads, and the black children are left to enter Great Faith Elementary and Secondary School.
Cassie is relieved to have witnessed the exchange and is reassured that her mother understood. Chapter 2
Cassie is out in the cotton field with her grandmother, Big Ma, and her mother and brothers when they spy her
father approaching down the road. The children are curious about why their father might have brought him to
stay with them and Cassie nervously asks Stacey whether he thinks it might have something to do with the
burnings. At church the next morning, talking with the Averys and Laniers, it is confirmed: John Henry Berry
died the night before. He and his brother had stopped for gas in the nearby town of Strawberry where some
white men who had been drinking approached the car. After the neighbors leave, Papa gathers his children and
warns them never to go up to the Wallace store. Chapter 3 With October rains come humiliating calf-skin
raincoats, but nothing compares to the insult Little Man experiences each time the school bus full of white
children splatters him with mud. This particular morning, although the children have left even earlier than
usual to avoid it, the bus veers so close they must jump to avoid being hit and Little Man winds up chest-deep
in water. Stacey is angry and formulates a plan: With the Logan children secretly watching from their hiding
place, the predictable driver speeds through the spot, but unexpectedly falls into the trap, unable to get out and
forcing the white students to walk home. Due to the broken axle, Mr. Grimes guesses it will be at least two
weeks until it is fixed. Concluding someone must have seen them digging the hole, Cassie is frightened they
are the cause of the likely visit. When she awakes in the middle of the night and Big Ma is not beside her, she
ventures out and witnesses a group of cars pause in front of the house, then turn around in the driveway and
disappear into the night. The only explanation for the sleeping household to be spared more violence is the
figure of the larger-than-life Mr. Morrison standing guard, shotgun in hand. Her own view of the unfair
situation is presented against the very adult backdrop of the recent burnings of the Berry men, accused of
flirting with a white woman, but perhaps no more guilty than her own family for owning their own land.
Besides introducing the main characters and setting up their different approaches to confronting the tensions
that surround them, these first three chapters illustrate the power even children can exercise against the forces
of white oppression. Their world is a microcosm of the greater injustices in Mississippi and beyond. While the
Logan children must walk over an hour over muddy paths to school, which is only in session October through
early spring, the white children have their own buses and school house. It is clear that this society, long before
the modern civil rights movement began in the s, is biased towards whites. Just as the bus adds insult to injury
by splattering the defenseless children as they trudge along, the Night Men demonstrate that some white adults
will not tolerate any disruption to the white-dominated hierarchy.
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Cassie, who has never been to Strawberry before, is excited until she realizes the town is small and
dustyâ€”not the bustling city she expects. At the market in Strawberry, Big Ma sets up her wagon to sell farm
produce. Big Ma explains that the wagons by the entrance all belong to white people. Cassie does not
understand why Big Ma cannot sell produce alongside whites. After the market winds down, Big Ma goes to
see Mr. Jamison, a white lawyer. Cassie likes him because, unlike most white men, he treats Mama and Big
Ma with respect. Big Ma tells the kids to wait for her on the sidewalk but T. At the store, T. He says nobody
would ever try to hurt him if he had a gun like that. Stacey gets nervous and threatens to leave. The
shopkeeper begins waiting on T. The shopkeeper helps a series of white customers, one after the other, and
eventually Cassie thinks he must have forgotten about T. She speaks up, pointing out that T. The shop owner
yells and swears at Cassie. When Cassie argues her point, the shop owner kicks her out. Lillian Jean demands
that Cassie apologize, and Cassie does. Then Lillian Jean orders Cassie to get down in the street. This makes
Lillian Jean furious. Simms, the father of Jeremy and Lillian Jean, arrives and demands that Cassie obey his
daughter. Jeremy begins to speak up for Cassie, but he is silenced with a single look. When Cassie still refuses
to back down, Mr. Simms twists her arm and pushes her into the street. Frightened, Cassie tries to scramble
away, and someone grabs her. Cassie expects Big Ma to make Mr. Simms stop bothering her. Simms tells Big
Ma to make Cassie apologize. Big Ma protests, saying Cassie is just a child. Simms insists, Big Ma gives in
and orders Cassie to apologize. Shaken and tearful, Cassie obeys.
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Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry Chapter 1 Nine-year-old Cassie Logan and her brothers, six-year-old Little Man,
twelve-year-old Stacey and seven-year-old Christopher-John, are walking to school. They live in the country in
Mississippi, and the roads are dusty.

Chapter 1 Summary Cassie and her brothers, Stacey, Christopher-John, and Little Man, are walking to school
on the first day of the school year, dressed in their Sunday best. For this, the Logan children grow angry with
him. A school bus filled with taunting white children speeds by, showering the children with red dust as it
passes. Jeremy, a white boy who is often beaten for walking to school with and associating with the Logans,
soon joins them. But as a group of white children including his sister runs past, he has to leave them, and head
towards the Jefferson Davis County School, the white school, where the Mississippi state flag, with its
confederate emblem, flies above the American flag. Cassie, a fourth grader, is not eager to please her teacher,
Miss Crocker. She is assigned a seat in the first row. She and the other students are surprised to learn that this
year they will have books. However, the books are very old and dirty; they are books no longer needed at the
white school. This infuriates Little Man and Cassie, and they are both whipped for trying to refuse the books.
After school, Cassie runs to tell the trouble to her Mama, who is a teacher in the seventh grade. But Miss
Crocker is already there. Eavesdropping, Cassie hears her Mama agree with Miss Crocker that she should have
punished her children for disobeying their teacher. Cassie and Little Man are two of the most important
characters, and in this chapter we see their proud spirit. It is clear that the Logan parents have raised their
children to have self-respect, regardless of their race. When Miss Crocker is about to whip Little Man, Cassie
goes to his defense, showing the way the family sticks together. Cassie shows the teacher that the county
school board has written "nigra" in the book, a term she finds offensive. But Miss Crocker replies that that is
what Cassie is. Miss Crocker is complacent, but the Logan children are proud of their color and will not
tolerate insults. This kind of behavior, in which you have to break school rules in order to stand up for a higher
good, is often known as "civil disobedience. This book is full of details that indicate the racism that the black
citizens of Spokane County, Mississippi must endure. The bus incident not only shows that the White children
enjoy seeing the black children covered with dust, it also emphasizes the fact that the black children have to
walk to school. In fact, Cassie says, some children have to walk so far that they drop out of school. These
children do not get an education because they do not have buses to take them to school. Furthermore, the
Mississippi state flag carries the "stars and bars" in its upper left corner, symbolizing regret that the Civil War
was lost and that slavery was made illegal. Clearly, the government of Mississippi is at least partly racist. This
fact is underlined by the poor quality of the textbooks given to the black school.
8: Roll Of Thunder, Hear My Cry: Quiz 1 - ProProfs Quiz
To learn more about the story, go to the lesson titled Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry Chapters 1 & 2 Summaries. With it,
you can delve into the following topics: With it, you can delve into the.

9: Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry: Chapters | Novelguide
In the first two chapters of ''Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry'' by Mildred. D. Taylor the setting and major characters are
introduced. In this lesson, the characters and events of chapters one and.
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